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ABSTRACT

Background. Over the past decade, there has been an increase in scholars’ attention to moral behaviour in sport. Recently more studies have been dealing with cheating with a special focus on doping. The aim of this study was to provide an overview of research focusing on cheating in sport. Specifically, the purpose was to critically analyse research on personal and social factors which have been associated with an intention to cheat and cheating behaviour.

Methods. Scientific research analysis on social environment factors related with cheating was carried out focusing on personal and social environmental factors related with athletes’ attitudes towards, intention and cheating behaviours.

Results. Moral identity is an important factor for cheating in sport and intention to use doping. A negative relation was found between moral values of athletes and doping likelihood. Also, when athletes perceive their goal only as winning the game (goal-oriented rather than task-oriented), they are more likely to cheat. Furthermore, recent studies have found the relationship between the Dark Triad (Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy) and the use of doping in sport. Moreover, perfectionism involves positive attitudes towards doping and actual use of doping. Also, there is evidence that moral values relate with athletes’ cheating and gamesmanship. Some social environment factors related with motivational climate created by the coach and parents. Coaches and parents created an ego-oriented climate associated with young athletes’ positive attitudes towards cheating.

Conclusion. Athlete’s intention to cheat or actual behaviour is determined by both athlete’s personality and social environment context. The article also provides considerations of directions for future research with special attention to cultural differences.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1994, a day before the U.S. Figure Skating Championship, Nancy Kerrigan was attacked by a man who hit her right leg. It was alleged that the attacker was sent by her skating opponent Tonya Harding. Tonya Harding was found guilty and banned from the U.S. Figure Skating Association for good. Obviously, losing a career is the biggest punishment for a promising athlete. So why do athletes risk their careers by cheating?

Cheating is not some unusual phenomenon. As Russell states, “People cheat on their taxes, on their spouses, on their friends, on their clients, on tests, on resumes, on expense claims, on safety reports, and of course people cheat in sport. There is hardly an area of life where cheating cannot be identified often as a serious problem” (2014, p. 304). So, cheating in sport occurs and can create various ethical dilemmas. Therefore, there is no coincidence that in the last decade there was an increased interest of scholars in moral behaviour of athletes (Kavussanu, 2019). Special attention is paid to prosocial and antisocial behaviours. Scholars associate antisocial behaviour of athletes with intimidation of the opponent, intention of frightening the opponent, the use of physical aggression and cheating (Sage, Kavussanu, & Duda, 2006). There are science-based research tools which allow to examine social and antisocial
As research analysis on cheating in sport during the last decade has increased, it is worth performing more comprehensive analysis of such studies. Given the various forms of cheating and studies more focusing on some of them, this review is not an exhaustive analysis. Rather, its purpose is to provide an overview of research focusing on cheating in sport. Specifically, the purpose is to critically analyse research on personal and social factors which have been associated with the intention to cheat and cheating behaviour. The article starts by throwing some light on the definition of cheating in sport. It continues by reviewing personal factors related with cheating and focuses on coach created motivational climate, the coach’s attitudes towards cheating and parents’ influence on young athletes’ cheating behaviour.

**RESULTS**

1. The concept of cheating in sport

One of the key features of cheating is to benefit yourself or your team, get competitive advantage and maintain continuity of athletic game (Loland, 2002; Strand, Brotherson, & Tracy, 2018). Cheating in sport can be related to deception, lying, violation of rules, imitating and impersonating (Vorstenbosch, 2010). An athlete may lie, cheat, use doping or violate the rules of the game (Vorstenbosch, 2010) to achieve their goals and gain a competitive advantage. However, professional fouls such as in basketball are not considered cheating. Such a foul is called gamesmanship (Potgieter, 2013). Gamesmanship is an attempt to win a game without obvious cheating, such as wasting match time, pretending to be injured or trying to irritate the opponent (Ponseti, Cantallops, & Muntaner-Mas, 2016). Furthermore, athletes can manipulate the rules, even though they actually do not violate them, or use psychological manipulations against the opponent to gain a competitive advantage in the game (Strand et al., 2018).

It is known that cheating in sport can be divided into deviant and institutionalized (Eitzen, 1979). Institutionalized cheating is a wrongful behaviour of an athlete, such as wastng time, which is recognized as part of a game (Potgieter, 2013). Deception, violence and aggression can be accepted, too. Meanwhile, a deviant cheating, such as accepting bribes or the use of doping, is indefensible and punished (Potgieter, 2013).

2. Personal factors as predictors of cheating in sport

2.1. Moral identity as negative predictor of cheating in sport. Analysis of the scientific literature has revealed that cheating depends on both personal and social factors. When considering personal factors, one of the most important to mention is the moral factor, specifically moral identity. Psychological construct of moral identity, as a self-regulatory mechanism (Aquino & Reed, 2002) is based on Bandura’s (1991) social cognitive model of moral behaviour. Aquino and Reed (2002) defined moral identity as “a self-conception organized around a set of moral traits” (Aquino & Reed, 2002, p. 1424). Authors also suggest that people vary in the degree to which they consider being a good or moral person, a central part of their self-concept. Moral identity is a source of motivation to behave morally. In the context of sport, it was found that athletes who have low morale tend to be more positive about cheating (Gucciardi, Jalleh, & Donovan, 2011; Jalleh, Donovan, & Jobling, 2014; Nicholls et al., 2015). Some recent studies confirmed that moral identity negatively correlated with doping likelihood (Ring, Kavussanu, & Hurst, 2018). Another study conducted by Kavussanu and Ring (2017) also confirmed that athletes who felt that being a moral person was central to their self-concept were less likely to use banned substances to enhance their performance. This study also found that the relationship between moral identity and doping likelihood was also mediated by anticipated guilt. Based on these results the authors argue that athletes with a strong moral identity may be deterred from using banned substances because they would expect to experience intense guilt for acting in this manner. Similarly, other studies found that personal ability reflected in the temptation to enhance their performance. This study also found that the relationship between moral identity and doping likelihood was also mediated by anticipated guilt. Based on these results the authors argue that athletes with a strong moral identity may be deterred from using banned substances because they would expect to experience intense guilt for acting in this manner. Similarly, other studies found that personal ability reflected in the temptation to use doping was also an important factor (Corrion, Scoffier-Meriaux, & d'Arripe-Longueville, 2017).

2.2. Achievement orientation as a negative and a positive predictor of cheating in sport. As sport is an achievement context, it requires
some competency. According to Achievement Goal Theory (Nicholls, 1989), the pursuit of achievement is related to the display of competence and to personal perceptions of success. There are two major ways that success is defined and competence is evaluated, and these are embedded within two achievement goals: task orientation and ego orientation. Task-oriented individuals tend to evaluate competence using self-referenced criteria and feel successful when they master a task, work hard to accomplish a personal goal, or show personal improvement. In contrast, ego-orientated individuals tend to use other referenced criteria to evaluate their competence and define success as superiority over others (Chatzisarantis et al., 2016; Kavussanu & Ntoumanis, 2003).

Studies have shown that if athletes perceive their goal as winning the game (goal-oriented rather than task-oriented), they are more likely to cheat (Ntoumanis, Ng, Barkoukis, & Backhouse, 2014). Recent research shows that athletes who have a tolerant attitude towards cheating are characterized as having a higher ego and a lower task orientation (Ring & Kavussanu, 2018), suggesting that ego-related purpose and desire to “win at all costs” lead athletes to cheating.

Some studies examined association between achievement goals and self-reported performance-enhancing drug use (Barkoukis, Lazuras, Tsorbatzoudis, & Rodafinos, 2011). It was found that athletes with a stronger mastery achievement goal reported lower past doping use and lower intention for future use. Goal orientation is related with athletes’ attitudes towards cheating in sport. As it was reported in a study by Allen, Taylor, Dimeo, Dixon and Robinson (2015), ego orientation was associated with greater endorsement of doping whereas task orientation was associated with more favourable attitudes towards anti-doping.

### 2.3. Athlete’s personality traits and cheating in sport

Factors such as personality traits also need to be addressed. Cheating, such as intentional fouls, doping, injury to opponents and overly aggressive behavior in sport in order to win a match at any cost, is possibly related to the Dark Triad (Furnham, Richards, & Paulhus, 2013). The term “Dark Triad” was introduced by Paulhus and Williams (2002), and contains three related, but distinct personality traits: Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy (Azizli et al., 2016). Machiavellianism is characterized by the exploitation of other people and manipulation (Hern et al., 2006), psychopathy is characterized by impulsiveness, ruthlessness and selfishness (Barlett, 2016). Narcissistic people have an over-inflated view of themselves, are vain, and have a strong sense of self-entitlement (Raskin & Hall, 1979).

However, up to now, only a small number of international studies have been conducted on the role of the Dark Triad in the competitive sport. Research reveals relation to the aforementioned personality traits and attitudes towards cheating (Lyons & Brockman, 2017; Nicholls, Madigan, Backhouse, & Levy, 2017). Nicholls et al. (2017) show that in general the Dark Triad personality traits have a significant relation to the tendency to use doping but when assessing these personality traits separately, psychopathy and Machiavellianism show a significantly higher relation to positive attitudes toward doping while narcissism does not show such a strong relation. Therefore, narcissism may be not as important to doping compared to Machiavellianism and psychopathy. Recently Nicholls et al. (2019) re-examined the relationship between the Dark Triad and attitudes towards doping. It was found that all the Dark Triad dimensions were positively correlated with attitudes towards doping and cheating behaviours. Moreover, when controlling for the overlap between traits, the study results have shown that only psychopathy emerged as a positive predictor of attitudes towards doping, and only narcissism emerged as a positive predictor of cheating behaviours.

### 2.4. Perfectionism and cheating in sport

As sport is associated with the pursuit of certain and often very explicit goals, researchers note perfectionism as one of the factors of cheating. In sports, perfectionism is defined by striving for flawlessness and setting excessively high-performance standards (Flett & Hewitt, 2002). Perfectionism consists of several factors such as parental and coach pressure and perfectionist’s aspirations and concerns (Madigan, Stoeb, & Passfield, 2016). Perfectionist’s aspirations show athlete’s desire to be perfect, which creates extremely high personal standards for athletes. Perfectionist’s concerns show athlete’s concerns about potential mistakes in the match and wish to meet the expectations. Due to high pressure from parents and coach to be perfect, both the athlete’s desire to increase athletic potential and the athlete’s desire to win the match are associated with perfectionism (Stoeb, Stoll, Pescheck, & Otto, 2008). According to Flett and Hewitt (2014),
perfectionism can be an important factor in the tendency of athletes to use doping.

Numerous studies suggest that perfectionism could be linked with athletes’ more positive attitudes towards doping (Bahrami, Yousefi, Kaviani, & Ariapooran, 2014; Madigan, Stoeber, & Passfield, 2016; Zucchietti, Candela, & Villosio, 2015). Thus, unrealistic and unreasonably high personal standards set by athletes and excessive concern for personal mistakes are associated with positive attitudes towards doping in sport (Sas-Nowosielki & Budzisz, 2017). Also, it was found that perfectionism was related with personal preferences for doping (Flett & Hewitt, 2014). Gardener and Steinberg (2005) argue that athletes tend to use doping because they value the positive benefits of doping without neglecting the negative consequences, i.e., the potential for harm to their health. Discussing perfectionism and the use of doping, Petróczi (2013) claims that it is important to distinguish between internal and external rewards in the doping mind-set as doping may be used for different goals: to maximise or minimize the chance to win. Interestingly, it has been reported that perfectionism in sport is related to both of these goals (Stoeber et al., 2008).

2.5. Personal values and cheating in sport.
Analysing personal factors, the importance of values is worth noting. In sports context, studies by Lee et al. (2008) established that values served as a guide for decision-making and behaviours in sport. On the other hand, research focusing on the relationship between athletes’ values and cheating in sport is still scarce. However, some recent studies brought some new insight on this relationship. A study by Ring, Kavussanu and Hurst (2018) found that moral values were negatively associated with athletes’ doping likelihood. Moreover, moral values moderated the effects of moral disengagement on doping likelihood. Another study with adolescent tennis players also found that moral values were negatively and directly associated with tennis players’ cheating and gamesmanship attitudes (Luicidi et al., 2017). This study also found that moral values directly and positively correlated with athletes’ prosocial attitudes. Moreover, this study also yields effect of moral values on cheating behaviour through the antisocial attitudes.

3. Social environmental factors as predictors of cheating in sport
Discussion of social environmental factors predicting athletes’ attitudes toward some behaviours, intention or actual behaviours shows that coaches and teammates are the most significant individuals within the athletes’ social environment (Kavussanu, 2019). Parents also play an important role in shaping athletes’ behaviours (Kavussanu, 2019).

Motivational climate in the team created by the coach can be an important contributor for athlete’s intentions and behaviour. Based on the Achievement Goal Theory (Nicholls, 1989), climate can be task-involving and ego-involving. Accordingly, a task-involving climate is defined by situations where the coach focuses on skill improvement, individual progress, and encourages cooperation with others, and in which every individual has an important role in the team. And vice versa, an ego-involving climate involves the use of normative-based evaluation, emphasis on competition, and social comparison between participants. Several studies have shown that the non-ego-oriented climate created by the coach is associated with athletes’ prosocial behaviours (Duda & Balaguer, 2007). On the other hand, a high ego motivational climate is significantly associated with greater acceptance of physical intimidation and lower team morale (Miller, Roberts, & Ommundsen, 2005), therefore an ego-oriented athlete has a higher risk to behave antisocially (Duda & Balaguer, 2007).

Therefore, examining the association between motivational climate and antisocial behaviour, it is clear that result-oriented climate created by coaches is associated with cheating in sport (Palou et al., 2013). Similarly, studies on athletes’ attitudes towards doping also reported that task orientation (namely master climate) led to a task goal orientation (Kavussanu, 2007). As it was previously mentioned, athlete’s task orientation can be related to negative attitude toward cheating in sport. Moreover, studies have shown that coach-created mastery climate was negatively related with athlete’s attitudes towards doping (Allen et al., 2015).

Influence of team leaders should be also noted because the role of the leader can empower cheating decisions (Cope, Eys, Beauchamp, Schinke, & Bosselut, 2011). Moreover, subjective and descriptive norms also can influence social pressure to perform some behaviour. In other words, subjective norms are related with the extent to which important others in their environment would approve the use of cheating to enhance their performance, while descriptive norms are related
with the extent of possibilities to cheat within teammates. Studies with adolescents showed that subjective and descriptive norms positively predicted doping intention (Lazuras et al., 2017, Lazuras, Barkoukis, & Tsorbatzoudis, 2015).

Another social environmental factor is the interpersonal coaching style, which can be controlling and autonomy-supportive (Kavussanu, 2019). Controlling style is related with coaching behaviours in an authoritarian way, while autonomy-supportive style is related with opportunities to show initiative and independent work, non-controlling competence feedback and acknowledgement of their feelings combined with a lack of guilt inducing criticism and overt control. A recent study conducted with Greek athletes showed that controlling coaching environments that frustrate athletes’ psychological needs have the potential to foster low moral functioning and positive intentions toward doping, which in turn can result in sustained doping behaviour (Ntoumanis, Barkoukis, Gucciardi, & Chan, 2017). This study also found that favourable attitudes of athletes toward cheating were a positive predictor of doping intentions. Also, the coach’s attitude toward doping is an important factor that influences the adolescent athlete’s decision to use doping (Erickson, McKenna, & Backhouse, 2015).

The role of parents in sport is also important in many aspects in general (Harwood & Knight, 2015), and among these studies some emphasized the influence on athlete’s intention to cheat and cheating in sport. Interviews with currently or previously working with adolescent athletes’ coaches (Nicholls et al., 2015) showed that both parents’ and coaches’ attitudes toward doping influenced adolescent athletes’ attitudes towards doping, both negative or positive. Also, adult athletes emphasized not only the role of coaches, but also the role of parents when talking about the causes of adolescent athletes to cheat (Šukys, Karanauskienė, & Šmigelskaite, 2019). Moreover, sometimes parents want their children to win more than children themselves. Accordingly, adult athletes noted that when children engaged in sports, they were generally less likely to cheat, but sometimes adults encouraged them to do that.

Coach-created motivational climate has already been mentioned. But parents also have an impact on the motivational climate in sport, and the role of both parents can differ. Palou et al. (2013) investigated acceptance of gamesmanship and cheating in young competitive athletes in relation to the motivational climate generated by parents and coaches. Comparing the influence of father and mother in the formation of motivational climate for the child, it was found that the father, unlike the mother, created a result-oriented motivational climate. Meanwhile, mothers were perceived as promoting learning mastery-oriented behaviours.

**DISCUSSION**

Analysis of the scientific literature has revealed that in recent years more and more studies have been carried out on cheating, and in particular the intention to use doping. Though there is a lot of scientific literature that analyse the concept of cheating in sport, there is also a growing number of empirical studies that try to explain factors related to athletes’ attitudes toward cheating, intention to cheat and cases of cheating. Although different studies address different factors and sometimes even a combination of these factors, in this article we tried to summarize personal and social environment factors related with cheating in sport separately.

When looking deeper into personal factors, research revealed the role of moral identity in athletes’ attitudes toward cheating in sport and intentions to use doping. It is important to note that these studies also revealed the importance of feeling guilty. It is evident from the studies reviewed in this article that goal orientation is related with cheating. When athletes perceive their goal as winning the game (goal-oriented rather than task-oriented), they are more likely to cheat, more tolerant towards cheating, and have less favourable attitudes towards anti-doping.

Research started investigating the association between personality traits and cheating in sport. More specifically, recent studies have found the relationship between the Dark Triad, which contains related but distinct traits: Machiavellianism, narcissism, and psychopathy. Although they all are related to athletes’ attitudes toward cheating, the relationship between each trait is different. To be more specific, psychopathy was found as a positive predictor of attitudes towards doping, and only narcissopathy emerged as a positive predictor of cheating behaviours.

Competition and pursuit of goals are integral elements in sport that are perceived by athletes. At the same time, striving for the highest achievements
requires a perfect performance of athletes. Perfectionism, especially when unrealistic goals are set, involves not only more positive attitudes towards doping, but also more positive references to doping and also doping use. At the same time, it is important to note that adolescent athletes are often encouraged not only by their coaches but also by their parents. Therefore, the relation of perfectionism with cheating is a more complex phenomenon as it can be seen from this article.

It should be noted that values of athletes have generally been less focused on analysing the athletes’ behaviours. For example, in scientific research conducted by Kavussanu (2019) on variables that have been consistently associated with transgressive behaviour in sport in the last ten years, the values of athletes were mentioned when discussing about coaches’ impact on athletes. Though researchers had investigated the relationship between values and cheating, a negative relation was found between moral values of athletes and doping likelihood. However, more research should be done on personal values, specifically on values related to cheating in sport.

Athletes are greatly influenced by others, especially the coach. Analysis of the research showed some key issues with the coach. The motivational climate created by the coach influences athletes’ attitudes towards cheating, especially when the coach creates an ego-oriented climate related to positive attitudes towards cheating.

The coaching style determines athletes’ intention to cheat and use doping. Such athletes’ intentions may be influenced by an authoritarian style of coaching which can cause fear and anxiety for athletes. The coach can influence the overall team atmosphere too. If there is a positive attitude towards cheating among athletes in the team, it may also encourage individual athletes to take a more positive attitude towards cheating.

Although parents usually wish the good for their children, research shows that parents’ role is not always positive in relation to the attitude towards cheating among young athletes. Parents help to create motivational climate in sport, and as a coach, parents can create task or ego-oriented climate. In addition, parental pressure on accomplishments and exaggerated expectations of their children in sport can encourage children to pursue perfectionism, which can lead to the pursuit of goal by unethical means. Since the role of father and mother in creating a motivating climate in sport is not the same, future research should pay more attention to this when evaluating parenting variables.

In conclusion, the review did not analyse the relation of role of moral disengagement and cheating in sport. In future research, the role of this very important variable must also be considered as it was documented that moral disengagement is a popular mediator between personal and social variables and athletes’ behaviours in sport (Kavussanu, 2019). Another important issue for future studies is related with the use of sport supplements and athletes’ intention to cheat. Support for such research was provided by a recent study which suggested that athletes who believed that sport supplements were effective, were more likely to use doping (Hurst, Kavussanu, Boardley, & Ring, 2019).

Previous studies have focused more on doping. This can be partially understood because doping cases are more prominent when athletes are caught using sports supplements. Such cases affect not only athletes, but also certain responsible organizations. In addition, doping is not only against fair play, but also can have negative effects on athletes’ health. On the other hand, doping is just one form of cheating. This does not mean that further research should focus less on doping issues. However, we also need more research on other forms of cheating, especially in children and youth sport.

We hope that this overview could be an important impulse for new studies in Lithuania. Currently, there is lack of such research and only several surveys were conducted related to coaches’ (Šukys & Nickus, 2010) and athletes’ (Šukys, 2013) attitudes towards cheating in sport, and qualitative study on how adult athletes perceived cheating in sport (Šukys, Karanauskienė, & Smigelskaite, 2019). In general, research has shown that attitudes towards cheating are not the same when comparing populations in different countries (Magnus, Polterovich, Danilov, & Savvateev, 2002). Therefore, some data may not necessarily be directly applicable to other cultures. In sports context, Luicidi et al. (2017) pointed out that certain moral codes and athlete training climate may have common and similar, but also distinct features. Similarly, validity of revision research instruments in different cultures is also an important issue.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Cheating in sport can be related to lying, deception and violation of rules. An athlete may cheat and use doping to achieve his goal and gain...
competitive advantage. Cheating is opposite to moral behaviour in sport as it is everywhere else. Similarly, as other forms of behaviour which contradict with morality, athlete’s intention to cheat or actual behaviour is determined by both athlete’s personality and social context. Athlete’s moral identity, perception of success in sport, pursuit of perfectionism, personality traits and values influence athletes’ intentions to use doping or actual behaviours. Also, the motivational climate created by the coach that emphasizes winning as perception of success, restricts athlete’s autonomy and tolerates team-related cheating norms affects athlete’s own attitudes toward such behaviour or intention to cheat.
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